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Questions in scope

When is the tipping point when millennials will move into
decision making positions?

What criteria will influence their decision making process?

How are trends disrupting the trade show industry?
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Primary research:
online survey results &
interviews
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•

The 15-question online
survey was distributed to our
personal networks and to
EBS students.
98 people completed the
survey.

•

Interviews with 6 young
professionals

Generations Y respondents showed equally divided attitudes
Approaching a stranger

Basic demographics

Age

Do you feel comfortable approaching strangers at an event without
prior communication/introduction?

%

18 -22

20.5%

23-27

70.5%

28 and above

9%

Country
Representations

Of course. I'm a talker!

50.7%

No, that's awkward.

49.3%

Aspiring entrepreneurs

China

26%

Germany

16%

India

16%

Italy

15%
73%

Are you considering building your own company?
The other 17%:
Canada
Hong Kong
Taiwan
USA

Yes 44%
Yes, and I would like to attend
trade shows as a start-up
No 56%
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Yet, they show mutual interests in tech, innovation and social topics
Importance

Deciding factors for attending trade shows

What would be important to you in deciding which
trade show to participate in?

How much importance do you give to the following
elements in an event?
16.5

New vision or exposure to innovation

18.1

Networking opportunities
Launch a new product or service

Atmosphere

15.5

Publicity/Press opportunities
Strengthen relationships with customers
Economic reasons for business

Entertainments (themed events in the city)

17

Size/Reputation of the show

16.9

Networking Opportunities

16

Engaging and interactive events
Top three favorites

Tech & Auto
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Start-ups &
Millennials

Social Causes

13.50%
16.70%
20.70%
27.50%
22.10%

Tipping point: millennials are growing older and gaining responsibilities in workplace
In 1 year, Gen Z will be the
junior marketers and
contributors and influencers
to exhibitor marketing
teams.

Today

Generations (Year of birth)
• Generation Z (1998-2001)
• Generation Y.1 (1990-1996)
• Generation Y.II (1980-1989)
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Future

2019
In 1 year, Gen Y.1 will be between 2531 years old and starting to be
responsible for making exhibiting
investment decisions.

(IAEE, 2016)

The importance of personal values into workplace
The 2016 Deloitte Millennial Survey
Winning over the next generation of leaders

87 %
believe that “the success of a business
should be measured in terms of more
than just its financial performance.”

How much influence do the following factors have
when you are making decisions at work?
Senior Millennials: heads of department and above
Junior Millennials: graduates and junior positions
64%

Your personal values/morals

49%
60%

Impact on clients, customers

45%
58%

Your personal goals and ambitions/
career progression

“We can expect Millennial leaders to
base their decisions as much on
personal values as on the achievement
of specific targets or goals.”

Being true to the organization’s values
or overall sense of purpose
Meeting the organization’s formal targets
or objectives, e.g., profit or revenue targets
Avoiding trouble/minimizing personal risk
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46%
57%
38%
56%
36%
51%
36%

(Deloitte, 2016)

Importance of corporate social responsibility exceeds monetary objectives

75%
Millennials say they will take a
pay cut to work for a
responsible company
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86%
Almost 9 in 10 millennials
believe that financial
performance shouldn’t be the
only yardstick of business
success

83%
Millennials believe business
should be involved in social
issues

(Nielsen, 2015)
(Deloitte, 2017)

Startups are strongly influenced by millennial culture
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Amount of Millennials in Start-ups

•

Most employees at startups are Millennials

•

Strong representation of the young generation

•

Strong cultural impact

•

Influences work culture and
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Startup culture among Millennials
•

Strong connection between startup culture and
millennials

•

38% of millennials have worked in a startup

•

30% currently own a small business of some type, which
could include the gig economy

•

49% hope to start a business within the next 3 years

•

54% would be willing to quit their job to start a
business if they had the resources
(America’s SBDC and The Center for Generational Kinetics, 2017)

Consistent trends across industry reports and articles that MF must address

Impacting the Exhibitions and
Events Industry 2016 Update

1.

Going all out with engagement

2.

Virtual & augmented reality

3.

Infusing local elements to events

4.

Customization creates personalized event experiences

5.

Artificial intelligence provides much needed event
assistance

6.

Big data and crowdshaping: onsite data capture

7.

Foster sustainable events

8.

Blockchain: Loyyal uses blockchain for loyalty programs

UFI’s 5 trends to watch in 2018,
Kai Hattendorf, CEO at UFI

2018 Event Trends
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(IAEE, 2016)
(Hattendorf, 2017)
(Endless, 2018)

Disruption will make inert old businesses become obsolete

The Kodak Moment

IoT & AI
30

Internet Infrastructure

Disruptive
Business Model

The Adoption Curve

Disruptive Innovation creates a new category and replaces the established market

Area of Displacement

Area of Industry Growth

Disruptive innovation creates new market out of
existing businesses
It introduces a different package of a product or
service

Established
Business

Origin of
Disruptive
Business

Disruptive
Business

Market expands and slows growth of established
business
Establishes new technological and performance
trajectory in the industry
Disruption reduces size of old market
Non-linear and revolutionary
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(Own Illustration)

Current Dilemma

In Disruptive Situation

Know and fulfil the
expectations of your
most demanding
customers

Threat starts with
migration of overserved customers and
not mainstream
customers

Strive for continuous
improvement of
product or services

Invest in business that
offer the highest return
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Product Performance

Established firms are inert since they have incentives not to pursue disruptive technologies

Progress due to
sustaining business
model

Performance demanded
at the high end of the
market

Threat starts with
initially inferior
products
Performance demanded at the high
end of the market or in new market

Threat starts at the
lower end of the
markets where
margins are small

Progress due to
disruptive business
model
Time

(Christensen, 1997)

Process Flow of Drop Shipping
How Drop Shipping Works?

Customer

Drop Shipper ships the
item
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Places order on the
Website

Makes payment

Drop Shipper

Seller

Forward the order to
Drop shipper

(Netessine & Rudi, 2001)

Drop Shipping could be a disruption that threatens conventional trade shows
Low Capital
Requirements

Location
Independence

Wider Product
Selection

1
Business Model

2

Low Overhead
Costs

Partial Vertical
Supply Chain

Operational Procedure

Speedy
Delivery
Channel

Value Chain

3
Customer
Oriented Pull
Strategy
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More Focused
towards
Marketing

(Netessine & Rudi, 2001)

Disruptive innovation either in technology or business model is effective in four parameters
Technology
• Regularizes solutions to
problems that previously
needed intuitive
experimentation

Business
• Profitably delivers the
simplified solutions to
customers affordably
and conveniently

Sophisticated
technology
that simplifies

Government
Regulations
and
frameworks
that facilitate
changes
Low-cost
innovative
business
models
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Economically
coherent
value
networks

• Simplifies interactions
• Allows for easier
processes
• Fosters stability and
affordability

Value
• Systemic reforms with
mutually reinforcing
economic models
• Systemic interlinked
chains

(Own Illustration)

Digital disruptive innovation changes the customer journey for producers
Before Drop Shipping
Physical Common
Platform
Producer

Buyer
After Drop Shipping

Online Common
Platform

Online Website
Ex- Shopify

Buyer

Producer

Value addition over physical
1
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Cultural balance between traditional
values and new approaches

2

Engage fast-moving, flexible ways
of working

3

Coping with changed capability
requirements
(Own Illustration)

